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Abstract — In this paper, a dual-mode dual-band bandpass filter with controllable in-between isolation is presented using a single microstrip ring resonator. By installing two dispersion-controlled coupled-line sections on the ring resonator at the two ports with 90°-separation, two transmission poles can be easily emerged and distributed in each passband. Meanwhile, two transmission zeros are generated between the two passbands, which can be used to control the rejection level of the in-between isolation. Instead of perturbing the gap distance between one of the open ends of the coupled-line section and the ring, a pair of open-circuited stubs is further installed along the symmetrical plane of the ring resonator, which can effectively enlarge the tuning range of the two transmission zeros. A prototype dual-band filter is finally designed, fabricated, and verified through the experiment.

Index Terms — Bandpass filters, dual-band, dual-mode, isolation, ring resonators.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-band bandpass filters have been extensively studied for the design of the multi-band radio frequency (RF) and microwave wireless communication systems. In order to satisfy the diversified spectrum requirements for the different communication devices, the front-end module is always preferred to have a compact size and the multi-band functions. In other words, it is expected that the design parameters of a multi-band filter, such as the fractional bandwidths (FBWs), the locations of multiple operating frequencies, the rejection skirts, as well as isolations, could be well controlled. Recently, the dual- and triple-band bandpass filters using a single ring resonator have been reported [1]-[4]. A set of two degenerate modes of a ring resonator have been excited to construct two transmission poles for each passband, where the ratio of two operating frequencies ($f_2/f_1$) for the uniform ring resonator is smaller than 2. By adjusting the small capacitive-coupled gap between one of the open ends of coupled-line section and the ring, the rejection level of in-between isolation can be tuned. When the two zeros are close to each other, the rejection level becomes higher, while the sharper rejection skirts require the two zeros far away from each other. However, the range of this tuning is restricted by the realizable distance of the gap.

In this paper, in order to enhance the tuning ability of the in-between isolation, two identical open-circuited shunt stubs are further installed along the symmetrical plane of the ring resonator, as shown in Fig. 1. By increasing the length of the perturbation stubs, the distance of the in-between two transmission zeros can be further enlarged. That means sharper rejection skirts can be achieved rather than those of using only gap perturbations. A prototype filter is designed and fabricated. The measured results agree well with those obtained from the ADS Momentum full-wave simulator [7].

II. DUAL-MODE DUAL-BAND FILTER DESIGN

Fig. 1 shows the physical schematic of the proposed dual-band ring resonator bandpass filter. It consists of a single microstrip ring resonator with 90°-separation. In this way, two degenerate modes can be easily excited to construct two transmission poles for each passband, where the ratio of two operating frequencies ($f_2/f_1$) for the uniform ring resonator is smaller than 2. By adjusting the small capacitive-coupled gap between one of the open ends of coupled-line section and the ring, the rejection level of in-between isolation can be tuned. When the two zeros are close to each other, the rejection level becomes higher, while the sharper rejection skirts require the two zeros far away from each other. However, the range of this tuning is restricted by the realizable distance of the gap.
open-stubs-loaded resonator and two identified coupled-line sections. One of coupled-line arms can be extended to obtain the controlled dispersions in both two passbands. As shown in Fig. 2, the length of the extension, \( l_f \), can be varied to achieve the different transmission strengths over the concerned frequencies. As \( l_f \) increases, the magnitude of the transmission coefficients (\(|S_{21}|\)) can be shifted to the lower frequencies and becomes smaller. In other words, the coupling at the left and the right sides of the coupling peak (the maximum of \(|S_{21}|\)) can be varied to be either smaller or larger, in order to arrange the necessary couplings in both two passbands.

To obtain two transmission poles in both two passbands, at least two degenerate modes should be excited in each passband. As discussed in [6], by stretching the length of stubs (one strip of coupled-line sections), the two first-order degenerate modes (at \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \)) were excited to form the first passband, while the second passband was constructed by the second-order degenerate mode at \( f_3 \) and one of the third-order degenerate modes at \( f_4 \). In other words, as \( l_f \) increases, the two first-order degenerate modes shift down and away from their initial locations in-between the two zeros, while the other two higher-order degenerate modes shift down quickly and construct quasi-symmetric responses about the zeros. As shown in Fig. 3, two pairs of the degenerate modes of the ring resonator can be properly arranged around 2.5 and 3.9 GHz, while the two transmission zeros are generated between two operating frequencies at \( f_{z1} \) and \( f_{z2} \).

Fig. 4 shows the equivalent circuit model for the dual-band ring resonator bandpass filters without and with the loaded perturbation stubs. \( Z_0e \) and \( Z_0o \) indicate the impedances and the electrical lengths of the single transmission line section, while the even-mode and odd-mode impedances of the coupled-line sections are denoted by \( Z_{0e} \) and \( Z_{0o} \) respectively. In addition, the effect of the end-to-side coupling is approximately modeled by a simple series lumped capacitor, \( C_g \). From the circuit topology point of view, the T-junction is also considered to identify the upper and lower transmission paths.
Obviously, the resonator in Fig. 4(a) can be considered as a special case of the one in Fig. 4(b), if the length of the loaded perturbation stubs are equal to zero ($l_p = 0$). Fig. 5 plots the frequency locations of the two transmission zeros versus the length of perturbation stubs under different $C_g$. These simulated results are obtained from the ADS Schematic circuit simulator [7]. Without considering the gap coupling ($C_g = 0 \text{ pF}$) and the perturbation stubs ($l_p$), the two transmission zeros are overlapped at $3.12 \text{ GHz}$. As $l_p$ is increased from 0 to 1.0 mm when $C_g = 0$, two transmission zeros are away from each other and reach 2.67 and 3.53 GHz, respectively, where the ratio of two zero frequencies is about 1.32. If $C_g$ is increased, it is found that the lower zero ($f_{z1}$) is shifted down and the upper zero ($f_{z2}$) is shifted up. For higher frequencies, the wavelength of the standing wave along the ring is shorter. Therefore, the end-to-side coupling of the gap has more influence on the frequency variation of the upper zero, as shown in Fig. 5.

On the other hand, the varied lengths of the perturbation stubs along the symmetrical plane also affect the even-mode resonant frequencies when the even- and odd-mode analysis is applied [8]. Therefore, the coupling degree for each passband has to be adjusted accordingly, by adjusting the slot width of the coupled line ($s$) and the aforementioned extension with the line length of $l_f$. As shown in Fig. 6, three different rejection levels of isolation can be obtained from 35.6, 29.5, to 24.4 dB, where $s$ and $l_f$ have been optimized to achieve proper couplings and small in-band reflection (< 20 dB) in both two passbands.

Note that the ring resonator presented in this work involves two transmission paths with different electrical lengths. Both of $C_g$ and $l_p$ can be controlled to perturb the phase difference between these two paths, thus changing the locations of the phase cancellation and shifting the transmission zeros. Similar effect of the phase perturbation can also be achieved by...
changing the angle between input/output ports of the single band dual-mode filter [9].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To verify the performance of the above proposed structure, a prototype filter circuit is designed and optimized with dual passbands at 2.35 and 3.95 GHz in the ADS Momentum full-wave simulator [7]. Fig. 7(a) shows the photograph of the fabricated circuit. Fig. 7(b) shows its frequency responses over a wide frequency range from 1.0 to 6.0 GHz. The measured results show a good agreement with those obtained from the simulation. The measured minimum insertion loss achieves 0.7 dB in the first passband and 0.9 dB in the second passband. As predicted, two transmission zeros are observed at 2.83 and 3.51 GHz, respectively, which also results in a 23.7-dB isolation from 2.74 to 3.62 GHz.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a dual-band bandpass filter using a single open-stub-loaded microstrip ring resonator has been presented. The two transmission poles are generated in each passband after installing two coupled-line sections at two excitation ports. It has been shown that the tuning of two transmission zeros becomes more flexible after loading the perturbation elements along the symmetrical plane of the ring resonator. Good isolation has been achieved experimentally for the dual-band filter with $f_2/f_1 = 1.68$.
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